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undergo a dramatic change in appearance...with the construction of a $10-million glass
tower above the front entrance, which...pushes the limits of glass and structural
engineering. -- Barry Padolsky Associates; Kuwabara Payne McKenna Blumberg
(KPMB) - Ottawa Citizen (Canada)

Sotheby's to Offer Artek Pavilion by Shigeru Ban at Sale of Important 20th Century
Design...proceeds being donated to arts and culture affiliated charities. [image] - Art
Daily

2008 AIBC Architectural Awards winners -- Busby Perkins+Will; Omicron
AEC/architectsAlliance; Revanda Architecture; mcfarlane/green/biggar architecture;
Measured Architecture; Marko Simcic; Urban Arts Architecture; Joe Y. Wai Architect;
Acton Ostry Architects - Architectural Institute of British Columbia (AIBC)

Some day his plinth will come: Patrick Brill, aka Bob and Roberta Smith, is an original
and free-spirited artist whose work, says Lynn Barber, would bring a bit of pizzazz to
Trafalgar Square [slide show] - Guardian (UK)

Vive la différence: Paris is so uniformly elegant that sometimes you just cry out for a
building that breaks the mould. Here are four examples of contemporary architecture
that catch the eye. -- Oscar Niemeyer; Frank Gehry; Dietmar Feichtinger; Dominique
Perrault [images] - Guardian (UK)

Call for entries: LA Forum Liner Competition: the first permanent home for the Forum in
a 15-foot wide storefront on Hollywood Boulevard; registration deadline: May 2 - Los
Angeles Forum for Architecture and Urban Design

'Estate agents' offer empty homes for squat...On the Squatters Estate Agents' 'books'
are scores of former pubs, abandoned flats and houses, derelict council properties and
empty buildings owned by Government departments - Daily Mail (UK)

-- Broadway Malyan: Rossio Station, Lisbon, Portugal
-- Book: "Project Vitra" by Cornel Windlin & Rolf Fehlbaum